
As a keynote speaker, Dayle relates to audiences of every size. Her topics
are timely and customized to the conversations an organization or
department is having at that moment. Her work centers around leadership,
change, organizational culture, and continuous learning. Dayle holds the
audience’s attention by telling stories with messages that stick! Her style is
to use contemporary research and data, share stories that illuminate and
pose rhetorical questions that provoke and engage her listeners. 

In her global facilitation practice, Dayle enjoys working with
organizations and teams who are ready to learn … and with individuals
who are ready to lead. She understands what’s needed to facilitate
focused conversations, strategic discussions and larger interventions
that involve multiple departments or divisions. She gets the nuances of
communication, and she has a knack for taking difficult conversations
in positive directions. She poses provocative questions that engage and
enlighten your group. She’s able to do this while keeping an eye on the
organization’s goals and initiatives as a whole. 

Dayle has the ability to create deeply meaningful experiences
for you and your teams. Her style is engaging and grounded
in evidence-based practices, 
and the results are long-lasting and impactful. She 
brings her knowledge and expertise from thirty years 
of experience in talent and organization development 
to every facilitation and speaking engagement. Allow Dayle to
engage your organization in compelling facilitated conversation. 
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What’s on Your Mind? It Matters!
As a leader, your people are always trying to figure out what’s on your mind. Your team may be
spending an extraordinary amount of time and effort trying to determine how you want things done …
what would please you … and even what mood you’re in! You can foster transparency and shift the
culture and the results you’re getting by being very clear about your thoughts and preferences. It sounds
simple, but it isn’t the norm. 

You can build greater trust and goodwill by making some simple and straightforward changes. Dayle
will show you how to communicate in a way that guides and coaches your team members to show up as
their best selves. Communicate more consciously and watch them contribute more of their ideas and
energy. Because what’s on your mind does matter. 

What Fills You Up? 
Do you sometimes look back and wonder how you got to this place in your career?

Are you satisfied with the work you’re doing … with the contribution you’re making?

Or do you have a nagging sense that something’s missing? 

In this enlightening presentation, you’ll have the opportunity to pause and consider what ultimately
creates and causes fulfillment at work, at home, at play. You’ll discover what fills you up ... what drains
you ... and what propels you forward! Join Dayle as she helps you uncover the professional life you’ve
imagined and walk away with the tools to make it happen! 

What If... We All Became Consultants? 
It’s been a really long week, and you still don’t have the results you intended to produce. You’re
wondering, “What’s it going to take to reach the goals we set? What do I need to do differently? Is there a magic

wand that’ll open the door to success?”  You’d hire a consultant if you could, but there’s no budget for that. 

Dayle will let you in on a little secret she’s learned over twenty years as a consultant. The consultant’s
mindset is available to everyone! She’ll show you how to problem solve using the methods, strategies
and competencies consultants use every day. You’ll leave her session knowing how to put these tools
and techniques to work for your organization immediately. 
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